
REACTING TO INJUSTICE

I react to injustice with the determination to do something about it if I can. However, I, personally, cannot sort out the
enormous injustices which.

Balance theory can be applied to outrage. But most American suburban homes testify that the more we get, the
more we want. Related to the previous item, ongoing actions may be treated differently from one-time actions
in the past. An example might be an observer's denial that an injustice has occurred, despite abundant evidence
to the contrary. The Ron Hedberg family of sites includes:. When consequences are at a great distance, such as
from a long-range missile, they are easier to ignore or dismiss as minimal. Mercy is not getting what we
deserve. Sometimes what we give people has little relation to what they deserve. And in heaven, there is pure
justice. In this case, because the proposed action will have an impact on suffering, justice will be restored by
prosocial action, and as a result the just world belief is no longer under threat. Likewise, intimidation can
discourage expression of outrage, but when intimidation is exposed, it can result in a greater reaction, because
intimidation is a denial of freedom. These theories, among others, offer insights about why and when people
become outraged and about the tactics of devaluation, reinterpretation and use of official channels used by
perpetrators to minimise outrage. But, still, it is understandable that people will choose silence as their
response to injustice. God has said that no greedy person will ever see the kingdom of God. Someone has to
inform them and perhaps persuade them to do what is right. If Chris and Alex are both outraged about war, or
if neither thinks or cares much about it, then there is balance. It is difficult, contrary to the ways of the world,
and can be emotionally stressful. Studies extending the just world hypothesis propose that people differ in the
extent to which they believe the world is just, and in their commitment to this worldview. Will it matter if we
spend a few moments considering the injustice around us? We have given up hope that any action on our part
could nudge them in the right direction. Monetary costs are just the beginning. Army accountants or weapons
designers may not feel any personal responsibility for their contributions to killing. Balance theory also helps
explain the power of official channels. Some will be more useful than others for understanding outrage
dynamics. Using force implies the person or group will not respond to talk. Some act out of fear or
defensiveness. Not everybody will change behavior through a conversation. Consider for example US civil
rights protests in the s and s. Each of these offers insights into the psychology underlying the expression or
inhibition of outrage.


